Racing the Dark (Spirit Binders Book 1) and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more. Books. Racing the Dark is an engaging debut fantasy novel with a fresh, innovative setting and an intriguing central mythos. I look forward to reading more! - - Jacqueline Carey, author of Kushiel's Legacy and The Sundering. Comic Book Covers Book Review Dark Knight. Dark Knight III The Master Race (2016) DC Comics / The Dark Knight rises again to face the dawn of the master race! Dark Knight III The Master Race (2016) DC Comics The epic ending you never saw coming is here because you demanded it! The Dark Knight rises again to face the dawn of the master race! Batman Poster. Racing Through the Dark offers the winning account of his climb through the ranks first as an amateur and then as a pro, riding for the French team Cofidis. Among his early triumphs were several stage wins in the Tour de France. From the moment Millar turned pro, he began to see hints of the unethical measures that many – maybe most – of the other pros were taking in order to race at the very tops of their games and beyond. At first, he felt that he was immune to temptation, that he could win clean. For more information or to book an event contact the Simon & Schuster Speakers Bureau at 866-248-3049 or visit our website at www.simonspeakers.com. Racing the Dark is set in a land of volcanoes and earthquakes, plagues and typhoons, of island nations bound by fear of the spirits they imprisoned to control their volatile environment. Lana, a teenaged girl on a nameless backwater island, finds an ominous blood-red jewel that marks her as someone with power, setting in motion events that drive her away from her family an Racing the Dark is set in a land of volcanoes and earthquakes, plagues and typhoons, of island nations bound by fear of the spirits they imprisoned to control their.